To:             CSUB Campus Community

From:         Marty Williamson
              Assistant Vice President and Chief of Police

Date:          October 25, 2022

Subject:      Annual Regulated Equipment and Tools Report

The University Police Department at California State University, Bakersfield is committed to transparency, communication, and engagement with the campus community. In July of 2022, the Board of Trustees approved the system-wide Regulated Equipment and Tools policy. This policy was adopted and published as outlined by Assembly Bill 481 and requires every law enforcement agency in the State of California to publish certain information annually regarding specified equipment.

Of the sixteen regulated types of equipment and tools, CSUB utilizes only two pieces of equipment, the 40mm launchers and a Mobile Command Post. Information regarding the use, policy compliance, funding, and inventory for the 2022 calendar year to date are outlined below:

Summary of how regulated equipment and tools were used, and the purpose of its use:
UPD did not have any cases involving the use of the 40mm launchers
UPD did not have any reportable use of the Mobile Command Post.

Results of any internal audits, any information about violations of the regulated equipment and tools policy, and any actions taken in response:
UPD did not receive any audit findings or information about violations associated with the regulated equipment and tools policy.

Annual cost and source of funds for regulated equipment and tools:
Total expenditures in 2022 for planned purchases to support training, maintenance and readiness for both pieces of equipment is not to exceed $5,000, which is expended from UPD general fund.

Current inventory of regulated equipment and tools:
UPD currently possesses 3, 40mm Launchers with Sponge rounds and training rounds;
One 2007 Ford Expedition as a Command and Control vehicle equipped with radios and command post equipment.
To further our efforts towards transparency and open communication, UPD hosted a community engagement event on October 20, 2022 at 3pm in the Stockdale Room at CSUB. No attendees appeared and no comments or concerns were received.

Marty Williamson
Assistant Vice President and Chief of Police
California State University, Bakersfield